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Introduction

GOVT

THINK
I N D E P E N D E N T.
ACT
I N D E P E N D E N T.

SEND IN THE CLOWNS
How to do great work by ‘vibing’ with a new generation of misfits, who have a
very different sets of wants and needs than those who came before them
Words Tim Chan, co-founder and executive director, GOVT Singapore*

3 GOVT

How we can all learn from a new generation
– the present and future of advertising.

4 ISOBEL

Laughter makes the world go round – and so
does a strong creative, collaborative culture.

I

n the past six months: nothing
has changed. And yet, everything
has changed.
We intended to publish this magazine
in April. We did, online. But we never sent
out the printed edition, because we realised
it would simply not reach people. Now, we
hope it will.
We’ve re-read the contents and found that
the values and insights they contain, are even
more relevant than before.
Because post-Covid-19, the world has
changed. And nowhere more so, than in the
agency world.
Take a look at the stock market this year.
Procter & Gamble and Unilever have bounced
back to recover their value and Google
and Amazon have streaked ahead. But the
traditional agency holding companies such as

WPP and Publicis have lost 30 to 40% of their
value since the start of this year and show no
signs of significant recovery.
Consumers today do not want globalisation.
They do not want homogeneity. They do
not want tasteless world beer or identical
supermarket vegetables.
They want diversity. And they want local.
They want food, music, images, art, film and
even advertising that comes from somewhere,
and not from anywhere.
Locked down and prevented from travelling,
people have begun to re-discover their own
communities. Italians sing from balconies
and Indonesians create extraordinary and
colourful Covid face masks. Local is good,
and less likely to trash the planet.
So follow the crowd. If you seek the love of
consumers in Moscow or Singapore, pick an
agency from Moscow or Singapore to craft
your communications.
If you’re not sure where to start, call us at
thenetworkone. It’s what we have done for the
past 15 years, long before it was fashionable.
Although come to think of it – you could
just start with any of the talented, eccentric,
characterful, iconoclastic local agencies in
this collection.
Happy reading!

Julian Boulding
president, thenetworkone

6 KURIO

Put social first, and stay curious at all times.
If you engage people, the rest will follow.

T

he Boomers and Gen X may have brought
advertising its glorious, Scotch-fuelled
Mad Men days, but haven’t you heard…
the Millennials and Gen Z are taking over.
While they’re at it, they’re also asking for fulfilling
lives and ping pong tables. Unfortunately, at GOVT
Singapore, since we haven’t figured out how to build
the DeLorean, we’ve had to embrace them (and pay
these troublemakers, too).
So, over the years, we’ve tried to click with them a
little more. Here’s what we found.

1. THEY LIKE LISTS
In our day, we were paid to work as hard as we could
towards a vague pot of gold. But with this bunch,
treating their goals like a Buzzfeed listicle works
better. So, we’re always clear about the step-by-step
process in which they can grow and thrive with us.

2. THEY NEED A ‘PURPOSE’

8 OFFICER &
GENTLEMAN

The world’s never been more connected –
creativity is a powerful, universal language.

And being ‘the best independent agency in town’
doesn’t cut it. They’re hungry to know what we
stand for, why we exist. Beyond a salary, they need a
reason to get up every morning. And they need to be
reminded of this constantly too.

3. THEY ALSO NEED THEIR OWN PURPOSE WITHIN YOURS
In the past, agencies had a few Generals. Everyone

9 BBD PERFECT
STORM

Sustainability is society’s future. We all need
to apply our creative talents to help build it.

else would just follow. But now, Gen Z types are
more entrepreneurial, and therefore keen to lead
their own skirmishes. So we’re happy to send them
on their own little experimental adventures.

4. THEY’RE A DEMANDING BUNCH
Flexible hours, the aforementioned ping pong
table, more benefits… they don’t seem to be shy
about asking for stuff. On the one hand, some may
say they’re entitled. But on the other, it shows they
don’t shy away from having a POV. And that’s what
advertising is about anyway.

5. VERY SHORT ATTENTION/RETENTION SPANS
The days of long careers in one place are over. The
agency is merely a stepping stone to another gig.
Which makes keeping people a constant challenge.
But instead of lamenting, we throw them challenges
worth staying for and keep them sufficiently
stimulated. Also, see point two.

6. ALCOHOL ISN’T ENOUGH
An open bar still has its pull, but it’s not quite what
it was. They’d rather that we keep our promises,
help them experience new things, maintain a
culture of having each other’s backs and regular
one-on-one chats. Apparently, these are more
‘fleek’ than a beer tap (which we have anyway).

7. YOU GOTTA KNOW WHAT THEY KNOW, BUT YOU’LL NEVER
REALLY KNOW WHAT THEY KNOW
You can’t just walk the talk. You have to TikTok
too. They can show us more about popular culture
than we’ll ever keep up with. But being open to
these cultural nuances also helps us guide our
people to use it in our work, and never just for the
sake of it.

8. THEY’RE THE PRESENT/FUTURE OF ADVERTISING
Whether we like it or not. But we do like them,
for many reasons. Our favourite one reminds
us of a quote from an obscure ad made at the height
of advertising’s golden age: “They have no respect
for the status quo.” We can totally vibe with that.

*Technically, he’s a millennial, too, even though he
barely made the cut.

AT A GLANCE

Founded: 2012
Principals: Leon Lai, co-founder and group
chief executive; Aaron Koh, co-founder and chief
creative officer; Tim Chan, co-founder and executive
director; Alvina Seah, managing director
Staff: 51
Location: Singapore

Front row (l-r): Alvina Seah, Leon
Lai, Tim Chan, Aaron Koh
Back row: The Singapore Zoo

11 SERVICEPLAN
GROUP

Fifty years is a long time. Integrated
communication is still the key to success.

12 MATTER
UNLIMITED

A meaningful sense of purpose is all that
matters but you need to find and action it.

14 HASAN & CO

Brands that are truly customer-centric will
succeed. CX can provide the edge to do so.
Haymarket is certified by
BSI to environmental
standard ISO14001
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15 ADWISE

Change is a constant challenge. Channel it
positively and creatively for the best results.
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isobel

H AV E Y O U H E A R D T H E O N E
The correct pace, timing and delivery from set-up to punchline for every campaign
will keep clients coming back for more. The secret? Creative, collaborative culture
Words Paul Houlding, CEO, isobel

I told you I was ill” is forever etched
upon Spike Milligan’s gravestone. It’s
a good line, it’s a funny line. It’s also
surprising and memorable and subversive. Not a
bad campaign end line to sign off with.
At isobel, comedy is a big part of our culture. It
says a lot about who we are and how we think and
behave and it reflects our sideways, upside down
way of thinking. It’s become a fundamental part
of our DNA.
And at isobelly Laughs, our bi-monthly comedy
night, we provide a platform for comedians on
the circuit – new and established – to tell their
stories and share their observations. A comedian
distils moments and peels back the layers to reveal
truths that are funny and insightful and sometimes
uncomfortable. And it fits with our culture because
that’s what we do. We uncover the truth about
brands and then bring them to life in a fresh and
original way.

A B O U T… ?

and ‘play’ to bring that brand idea to life – be it on a
domestic or global stage.
A strong, distinctive culture continues to reward
us with strong, trusted relationships. In the same
way we are attracted to each other for qualities that
we admire and value, clients and isobel are drawn
to each other for the same reasons. Longevity has
been a consistent theme over the past 15 years
with clients ultimately buying into us. Our ability
to transform fortunes informed and shaped by a
curious, feisty, creative culture that drives success
both for us and for the brands we nurture.
And putting effort into maintaining and ‘feeding’
culture is crucial. It is one of the real joys of
being independent. Doing things our way. Each
year, we all gather in a specially chosen venue,
put on costumes and get into character to create
extraordinary tableaux that become the agency
Christmas card. A time to bond, to laugh and to
create something we are all justly proud of.
It’s our ‘campaign’ that says who we are. It’s a
picture that doesn’t need a thousand words, an
iconic image that perfectly captures and defines
our culture.
It’s simply isobel.

AT A GLANCE
Founded: 2003
Principals: Paul Houlding,
founder and chief executive;
Steve Hastings, founder &
executive planning director;
Rob Fletcher, founder &
executive creative director
Staff: 40
Location: Central London, UK

A COLLISION OF COMEDY, CULTURE AND CREATIVITY
When we started isobel, 15 years ago, we knew that
culture would be absolutely key, both for our clients
and ourselves. A strong culture for us would go a
long way to driving and safeguarding our future
in an industry that is notoriously fickle and trend
obsessed. A strong culture would help set us apart.
And it continues to do so every day. ‘Curious,
creative, committed’ are our watch words and we
try to live by that mantra in everything we do. Take
the time to get that bit right and the rest will follow.
And something must be working because last year
we were proud to be shortlisted for Campaign’s
independent agency of the year.
In the same way, we can only be successful for our
clients if we understand their culture. All the clever
thinking in the world will do nothing if it doesn’t
come effortlessly from their way of behaving.
‘Supercharging Brands’ has been our ethos from day
one and when we start working with a new client,
we jump straight in and put the brand team and the
stakeholders through a process we call Collisions.
Simple and conversational, it’s our way of getting
to the heart of what a brand is about, what makes
it tick – and we use that to get to a brilliant (we
hope) brand idea. And it’s quick, too. In our rapidly
changing world there is increasingly a need for
speed – a process that circumnavigates the dither
and uncertainty and cuts to the chase.
From Savills to Jet, from Bordeaux Wines
to Greene King, from Haribo to Whole Earth,
Collisions is a process that has proven its
worth again and again – surprising clients with
unexpected brand revelations and previously
unexplored truths. A powerful proprietary tool we
like to think of as our ‘secret weapon’.
And then comes the creative bit that, like so much
of the agency’s heartbeat, is intrinsically linked to
our culture. We open our minds, dare to be different
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Work hard, play hard – the 2019 isobel Christmas card
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D

id you know that 89% of Cannes Lions winners
have social media at the core of the campaign? Or
that 81% of the campaigns feature real people as
the faces of the campaign? Or that a company’s
purpose generates more buzz than product features? What
the figures show is that advertising has become harder
than ever. We need to create not only memorable, but also
shareable, content. We are up against the consumers of the
social era: master content creators and super-fast adopters,
who are connected to each other 24/7.
Some call it hype; for us, it’s a passion. We want to create
marketing that turns people into ambassadors of a brand.
We have seen it time and time again: once we get people
engaging, talking, sharing, clicking – the results skyrocket
and the business effect follows. We have learned the ropes
in legacy agencies and then carefully adapted our agency
to do many things the opposite way: social first.
Social has changed how marketing works, for good.

#1 SOCIAL-FIRST REDEFINES CREATIVITY
Say no to overly polished images and pretty pictures. If an
idea is not engaging, it’s outdated. A truly interactive idea is
different from a traditional creative idea. An interactive idea
involves its viewer and invites them to be part of the story –
or, better yet, to make a brand part of their own story; that
is a challenge that keeps us motivated and working hard
every day.

#2 ACTIONS AND EVIDENCE REDEFINE STORYTELLING
Forget storylines, slogans and professional actors. Social
media should be fuelled by real people and their real
actions. Blunt and outspoken beats rehearsed; relatable wins
over flawless. The magic lies in capturing the authenticity
in people and actions in social-first content. People of the
social-media era are convinced by what feels real. If you
need to convey an image of a brand, think about evidence
instead of slogans – evidence that shows a claim to be
irrefutably true in any content.

#3 ALWAYS-ON AS THE NEW BACKBONE OF MARKETING
Remember when you bought media as ”space”? When you
paid more for a 30-second TV ad than for a 15-second one?
Unlike traditional media, social works better for continuous
content streams than for one-off campaigns, so you need to
redefine what production value means for you. Social needs
new content every week. You need to do more with less and
to have at least two versions of everything in order to be
able to test and adjust it according to audience feedback. In
social, the actual numbers beat creative intuition any day.

#4 RETHINK THE MEDIA-PRODUCTION SPLIT
The relationship between media and production investment
has changed significantly in recent years. Traditionally,
at least 60% of the client budget went to media, and this
cost was fixed, no matter how creative your content. Social
channels work differently. They are significantly more costeffective and transparent in their ROI, even more so if your
content is relevant. So now, the new split is 20% to media
and 80% to great content.

#5 FORGET SPRINTS, SOCIAL IS A MARATHON
More and more investments are flooding towards social,
against a backdrop of a constantly changing media
environment. In this environment, a firm strategy is the
one thing keeping you from getting lost in all the options
available. That means having a solid process, flowing from
strategic planning to creative concepts, and measuring
ROMI for all your activities.
When we, the partners at Kurio, started our careers
in marketing, there was no way we could have foreseen
how our industry would change. Look at TikTok, which
didn’t exist before 2017. Now the platform has 500 million
monthly active users and agencies like ours need to be
able to leverage it. Looking into the future, the only thing
guaranteed is change, and the only way to deal with that is
to adapt. As our name suggests, we firmly believe in staying
curious. Being open needs to be built in. So, we say: bring it.

CASES IN POINT
AT A GLANCE
Left to right: Jari Lähdevuori, Tommi Opas and Elli Tuominen

Kurio

Founded: 2012
Principals: Tommi Opas, CEO;
Jari Lähdevuori, creative
director; Elli Tuominen,
strategy director
Staff: 15
Location: Helsinki, Finland

KURIOUS ABOUT
SOCIAL MEDIA
A forester as the star of Europe’s best B2B campaign, a million-dollar launch
done solely on TikTok and a social-first agency in the top three of the world’s
most creative agencies. Social has truly changed the game – and we love it
Words Tommi Opas, CEO, Kurio
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‘#SURFACETHEWOMEN’
CLIENT: MICROSOFT
The IT industry is far from inclusive and
diverse, both core values for Microsoft. So, for
International Women’s Day, ‘#SurfaceTheWomen’
was born. A social-first campaign that turned the
product name into a call-to-action, and turned
the distant giant into a dynamic force for equality
– and helped women get the recognition and
encouragement they deserve.
With a first-ever LinkedIn profile-pic movement,
and no paid media, we reached more than
1.5 million people in a week. It moved not only
the target group, but also juries – the campaign
has received international acclaim at various
PR awards shows.

‘ZERO EXCLUSION’
CLIENT: NESTE & MANTSINEN
Mantsinen 300 is the world’s largest hydraulic
material-handling machine. Despite weighing
380 tonnes, it is the most precise in its size range.
To communicate this benefit to the business
decision-makers, we selected a medium every
boardroom has: paintings.
We crafted a brush for the Mantsinen 300, took
three teenage artists, trained them to drive the
machine and gave them a challenge: to express
themselves with it. Our exhibition of 42 paintings
broke all PR records. We made something
business leaders can’t unsee: a crane as
precise as an artist’s brush.

7
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BBD Perfect Storm
Left to right: Alex
Katz, José Ortiz,
Javi Íñiguez
de Onzoño

E V E R Y T H I N G H A S C H A N G E D.
NOTHING HAS CHANGED
Despite the advent of the purpose movement and a collective responsibility to
strive for sustainability, in the creative industry, our core task remains the same
Words Jason Foo, CEO, BBD Perfect Storm

W
Officer & Gentleman

G R E AT I D E A S W O R K
EVERYWHERE. SO DO WE
In our connected world, creativity knows no borders – it is a universal language,
builds bridges between brand and customer and can find an audience anywhere
Words Alex Katz, co-founder and executive creative director, Officer & Gentleman

I

t doesn’t matter where you’re from or where your
client or their customers are located: creativity
is a universal language, and it can help us solve
the kinds of problems brands have always faced,
regardless of where they are in the world.
When we first opened Officer & Gentleman in
Madrid in 2015, we knew we wanted to look beyond
just the Spanish market. And, really, there was
nothing stopping us from doing so. In an age where
technology has all but replaced the need for a face-toface meeting, we felt we had the tools to do business
wherever our clients were; something which has
become even more apparent now that COVID-19 is
causing many within our industry to work remotely.
That’s why, when people ask us to describe our agency,
we say we’re a “creative boutique without borders”.
Of course, there are language and cultural
barriers, but that hasn’t kept our small independent
shop in Spain from producing campaigns for brands
in North and South America, Asia and across
Europe. So how do we do it? Well, more than just
using the digital resources at our fingertips to make
connections with clients, we use fresh creative ideas
to build bridges with their customers. And what we’ve
discovered over the course of the past five years,
working with brands like Pornhub, Paddy Power,
Netflix, HBO, AirAsia and Betfair, is that a good

8

idea can find an audience anywhere.
Right now, the world is more connected than ever,
and not just in terms of how we communicate with
one another. With each day that passes, cultures
across the globe are becoming ever-more intertwined:
we’re watching the same shows, playing the same
games and experimenwting with each other’s
cuisines and traditions. Ultimately, regardless of the
actual tongue, we’re all beginning to speak the same
language and understand the same new cultural cues.
That makes it possible for agencies like ours, and
independent creators of all types, to make something
in one place that finds an audience in another.

hy does the advertising and
marketing industry exist? It’s fair to
say the answer has always been pretty
clear: our job has been to persuade
and sell. Then, sometime around the beginning of
the last decade, the purpose movement began to
really gather momentum. This was all helped along
by Simon Sinek. “People don’t buy what you make,
they buy what you believe in,” he implored. “It’s not
about your ‘what’, it’s about your ‘why’.” If you don’t
have a purpose, why do you exist?
Companies with genuinely embedded,
committed social purposes, such as Patagonia and
Toms, prospered. Suddenly, companies everywhere
felt naked if they weren’t at least attached to
something ‘good.’ The purpose bandwagon set off,
and every brand owner and its agency was on it.
Every product and brand, no matter how filthy,
was given a good-purpose wash and cleaned out
the other side. Even a perfectly well-managed,
‘priceless’ brand such as Mastercard suddenly
thought it was appropriate to connect scoring goals

in the World Cup with donating meals for starving
children. And, of course, we all know Pepsi felt
that, with the help of Kendall Jenner, it could help
achieve world peace and quell riots.
Industry cynics, understandably, had a field day.
So it was not ultimately surprising that, as 2020
marked the start of a new decade, several industry
commentators trumpeted that the purpose fad has
passed. It was time to get back to the business of
‘selling’. But what is it we are selling? What is it that
consumers will want to buy in the next decade and
beyond? The creative industries have always been
drivers of growth and demand. But what happens
when limitless growth and demand is not what the
planet needs?
Our society is creating an ironic paradox: the
greater our collective strides toward extending
human life, the greater our collective impact
toward causing irreversible damage and, ultimately,
extinguishing the planet we live upon. There is
another paradox: as we humans live longer and
work longer, the life span of the companies we

create are getting shorter. In the 1950s, the average
life span of a Fortune 500 company was 60 years.
Currently it is 15 years. Yale School of Management
estimates that between 50-75% of the current
Fortune 500 companies will be extinct by 2027.

TRANSFORMATION: THE BRIDGE TO A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
We all have a responsibility to apply our
considerable creative talents to help build
more sustainable companies that create a more
sustainable, collective future for our society. So
let’s apply our creative thinking to transformational
business models, consumer experiences and
consumer behaviours. Let’s build and promote
brands that grow the world and positively shape
our society, rather than create division and drive
us to extinction.
We believe our job remains to creatively and
culturally sell, persuade and transform. BBD Perfect
Storm is the Brand and Cultural Transformation
Company. Everything has changed yet nothing
has changed.

Left to right: Jamie Buchanan, client services director; Caroline Caulfield, business director; Fernando Desouches, managing
director; Jason Foo, CEO; Daisy Proctor, business director; Tony Quinn, CSO; Cory Eisentraut, creative partner; Seb Hill, ECD

AT A GLANCE
Founded: 2015
Principals: Javi Iñiguez de
Onzoño, co-founder and
executive creative director;
Alex Katz, co-founder and
executive creative director;
José Ortiz, managing director
Staff: 18
Location: Madrid, Spain

GLOBAL IMPACT
And that brings us back to the power of great ideas.
Everyone knows that creativity has the capacity to
make an impact anywhere. We see that every day in
the countless trends, memes, music, videos and art
emerging from every corner of the globe that find
fans everywhere in between. As people working to
communicate the values of the brands we’re working
for to the world, for the first time in history we have
the opportunity to reach everyone at once with a
single idea that can impact people everywhere.
And you can even do it from a little office
in Madrid.

AT A GLANCE
Founded: 2013
Principals: Jason Foo, chief executive;
Seb Hill, executive creative director;
Tony Quinn, chief strategy officer; Jamie Buchanan,
client services director; Fernando Desouches,
managing director - New Macho
Staff: 45
Location: London
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Serviceplan Group

BORN
I N T E G R AT E D
Europe’s leading
independent agency
group, Serviceplan
Group, celebrates its
50th anniversary
Words (L-R) Alexander Schill, CCO;
Markus Noder, CIO; and Florian Haller,
CEO, Serviceplan Group

AT A GLANCE

24 LOCATIONS. ONE AGENCY.

Founded: 1970
Principals: Florian Haller,
chief executive officer;
Alexander Schill, chief
creative officer; Markus
Noder, chief international
officer; Ronald Focken,
chief growth officer;
Dr Fabian Prüschenk,
chief financial officer
Staff worldwide: 4300-plus
Locations: 35 countries
worldwide, including
established partnerships

W

e are in the year 1970, when
advertising usually consists of
classic TV spots and print ads, and
there is only a handful of media
channels where spots and ads can be booked at
all. The advertising world is simply structured, the
agency world strictly divided into its respective
disciplines. But then along comes the “service
plan”: a revolutionary integrated marketing,
communication and sales plan in which all the
disciplines are interlinked. This is how the two
advertisers Dr Peter Haller and Rolf O Stempel
started out in Munich in 1970, thus also giving the
agency its unusual name: Serviceplan. This year,
the agency group celebrates its 50th birthday.
“Born Integrated” is a model that has been copied
by many agencies in recent years, but at Serviceplan
Group, it is part of the original DNA. In its Houses
of Communication, the agency group combines all
communication disciplines under one roof: creation
and content, media and data, technology and
strategy. “Holistic communication solutions can be
successful only if they are integrated from a single
source and individually tailored to the respective
needs of the customers,” chief executive Florian
Haller says. “In times of digitalisation, globalisation

and fragmentation of markets, clients increasingly
challenge us to co-ordinate different disciplines
and special service providers. And often not only in
their respective home market, but across countries
and continents.”
In 2006, the Serviceplan chief executive began to
implement his vision of becoming the first global
agency group with roots in Germany. Serviceplan
Group is already the largest independent agency
group in Europe, represented in a total of 35
countries, with 24 of its own locations, plus
established partnerships. For the UK region, there
is a close connection with the Unlimited Group.

HOUSES OF COMMUNICATION
“The goal is to develop a House of Communication
in all relevant locations,” Markus Noder, who
is responsible for Serviceplan Group’s
internationalisation, says. “Our Houses of
Communication combine all modern communication
disciplines and respective experts under one roof, in
order to create the most integrated solution locally.”
TheHubz.com provides additional production
capacity. This new global agency unit supports
the Serviceplan Group in the implementation
of digital productions from various locations.

“With this set-up we’re combining local market
expertise with global production capacities to create
unprecedented customer experiences for the brands
we are working for,” Noder explains.
Unprecedented customer experiences, is the
key phrase for Alexander Schill. Since 2008 he has
been the global chief creative officer of the agency
group. “Data and technology determine the current
debate, but we must not forget the emotions,” he
says. “They continue to be the basis for inspiring
customers and retaining their loyalty to a brand.
That is why creativity is the guiding principle in
everything we do.” Serviceplan Group has coined
the term “ÜberCreativity” for this, which Schill
defines as: “A higher form of innovation that
happens when diverse disciplines, cultures, talents,
media and technologies collaborate and interplay.
[It] is how we build best brands.”
The fact that the agency group itself is a “best
brand” has been proved over the past year;
Serviceplan Group was named Independent Agency
of the Year three times internationally. In Germany
it takes top spots in the creative rankings and ranks
#5 in the Cannes Lions Top 10 Independent Agency
of the Decade. The Serviceplan obviously works –
both for the agency and its clients.
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that 200 of the world’s leading chief executives
signed on to adopt a new set of corporate ideals
driven by purpose, not profits. Reporter David
Gelles described the bold new manifesto as “an
explicit rebuke of the notion that the role of the
corporation is to maximise profits at all costs”.
The message, no doubt, has landed. The
follow-through, however, is still building.
In the past decade, we’ve noticed a wide gap
between intention and action. Companies that
intend to do good but care more about looking
good than doing the necessary, under-thehood work to get there – like a well-intentioned
beauty brand planning to do an Earth Day
giveaway, but can’t quite commit to investing
in eco-friendly packaging.
Here at Matter Unlimited, we believe the
process to turn good intentions into action
begins with a reckoning with nearly everything
the organisation currently does, says and
believes. And it ends with a concerted effort to
bring a true purpose to life. Or, as we like to say,
“actioning your purpose”.
While it’s true we are living in a purpose-led
economy and have seen countless feats of good
from companies large and small, I believe the
true power of this movement has yet to be truly
activated. And from where we sit, the intention
versus action gap is entirely to blame.
It’s why we’re dedicated to helping
organisations eliminate this paralysing gap
and action their purpose in meaningful and
impactful ways.

FROM SHAREHOLDER VALUE TO STAKEHOLDER VALUE

Matter Unlimited

GOOD INTENTIONS
WON’T CUT IT

AT A GLANCE
Founded: 2010
Principals: Rob Holzer,
founder and CEO; Alexandra
Gordon, managing partner;
Rachel P. Goldstein, executive
vice president, partner
Staff: 25
Locations: New York City,
San Francisco

In the future, the only organisations that will matter are the
ones that have found, embraced and actioned their purpose
Words Rob Holzer, founder and CEO, Matter Unlimited

E

ight years ago, I found myself on
the Carlton terrace in Cannes with
a gaggle of rosé-addled advertising
types and marketing leads for the
annual Lions Awards Festival gathering.
The conversation was all about “branded
content.” Cracking the viral success of
Chipotle’s animated film. Whether the Nike
Fuelband would actually catch on.
On my mind was something different: The
emergence of a purpose-led economy. Back
then, Matter Unlimited was in its infancy, and
I was 100% dedicated to helping organisations
prepare for a world I saw coming. A world
where organisations would transform from
pure profit centres into forces of good. Where
consumers and investors would only buy
from, invest in, and work for organisations
that used their untold money and power to
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make the world a better place.
In 2012, my assertions and beliefs prompted
a few eye-rolls. Fast forward to today and
you’d be hard-pressed to find any campaign
without an element of social good attached to
it. Even before the coronavirus pandemic swept
the globe, countless brands – from Burger
King to P&G – had dedicated themselves to
transforming their entire operating model to
tackle issues such as climate change, income
inequality, and gun control. If we had a crystal
ball back then, even my jaw would have
dropped. Today, it’s the norm. We all expect
companies to act in the best interests of society
and the planet – particularly in times of crisis
like the one we’re facing now. In fact, a report
by E&Y found 76% of the general population
wants CEOs, not the government, to take the
lead on global issues. I think BlackRock’s Larry

Fink said it best in his annual letter this year
to the world’s most powerful CEOs: “Society
is demanding that companies serve a social
purpose.” Organisations with an insular, shortsighted approach will crumble.

CLOSING THE GAP BETWEEN INTENTION AND ACTION
The pressure today’s business leaders face
is palpable. I would know; I see it everyday.
Society has charged them with doing a job
they’ve likely never thought they’d encounter:
Accelerate an authentic shift towards becoming
a conscious company while maintaining
shareholder value. In many cases, I’ve found
it’s the kind of pressure that leads to paralysis.
It’s why hundreds of good intentions lie
dormant in late-night email threads and
unfinished PowerPoints.
Last summer, the New York Times reported

The beauty about being in the social good
trenches for the past 10 years is we have
perspective unlike any other creative
consultancy or agency entering the fray
today. No purpose-driven consultancy,
holding company, or independent freelancer
understands the challenges and opportunities
that lie within this shift towards purpose better
than Matter Unlimited. Plus, because our firm
is 100% solely dedicated to purpose-led work,
our values align with our mission and the
aspirations of our clients.
Our work has taken us round the world to
fight the good fight. We’ve helped the world’s
biggest global brands champion worthy causes,
and fast-scaling startups nail their reason-forbeing. We’ve partnered with the world’s leading
foundations and NGOs, and rolled up our
sleeves with the scrappiest non-profits on
the front lines of our world’s greatest
challenges. We’ve even lent our expertise to
two US Presidents (no, not the current one) to
help shine a light on important national and
global issues that needed narrative momentum
and allyship.
We’ve had some big breakthroughs and made
plenty of mistakes. But along the way, we’ve
learned what does and does not work.
One of our most salient findings is that
real business transformation and becoming a
conscious company is never about one thing.
The real magic happens when there’s a
strategic, orchestrated, multi-year integrated
effort to combine all the necessary tactics to
reflect the organisation’s central, defining
ethos. What emerges is a clear focus on the why
you do what you do everyday, what you truly
stand for and against, and the actions you are
tangibly taking and measuring in order to have
lasting impact for your people, customers,
partners, stakeholders, and the communities
in which you operate.
It’s why we’ve identified these seven

THE 7 KEY INGREDIENTS TO CREATE A LASTING
IMPACT PLATFORM
01
Brand
Role
07
Innovation

02
Point-of-View

Action Your
Purpose

06
Employees

03
Honest Metrics

04
Partners
05
Experts

When on the path to purpose you need a framework that
can be easily understood, easily communicated, measured
and is core business strategy

ingredients which need to be examined and
defined clearly from the beginning of the
journey (see left for diagram).

WHO WE ARE
Put simply, Matter Unlimited is a strategic and
creative consultancy built for the purpose-led
economy. We are situated at the intersection of
culture, capital and cause, and help companies,
non-profits, NGOs and foundations make
a profound and authentic commitment
to crossing the cavernous divide between
intention and action.
Good-washing and green-washing is
disastrous. Corporate social responsibility
programs and reputation management
are bygone basics and table stakes. The
organisations that will harness the opportunity
of our future will transcend capitalism as we
know it and transform the world we live in.
This is the space we live and breathe every
day. If this is you, join us.

OBAMA
FOUNDATION

‘We are the Ones’ campaign for
The Obama Foundation. MBK (My
Brother’s Keeper) Alliance was
helping to close the opportunity
gap for young men of color &
inviting new allies to join the fight

MERCK FOR
MOTHERS

PUSH: A film for Merck for
Mothers that garnered more than
four million views and became the
most viewed video in Merck history

NIKE

Nike’s new sustainability
platform Move to Zero
launched to employees
and UNGA attendees in NYC
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Campaign advertising supplement published for thenetworkone

Campaign advertising supplement published for thenetworkone
Back row (l-r): Katariina Harteela,
Tobias Wacker, Kirsi Mäki,
Joseph Bayne
Front row (l-r): Roope Ruotsalainen,
Johanna Juuvinmaa, Chris Bolton,
Eka Ruola

hasan & co

Adwise

W H AT T H E C H A N G E ? !
Now more than ever, change is happening at breakneck speed, bringing fresh
challenges. It’s an opportunity to channel that change in a creative, positive way
Words Dmitry Ulianov, strategic director, and Michael Gibson, executive chief creative officer, Adwise

AT A GLANCE

VILLE LAHTI

Founded: 1991
Principals: Ami Hasan,
chairman hasan & co.;
Simo Kajaste, CEO hasan &
co.; Johanna Juuvinmaa,
CEO hasan & partners;
Roope Ruotsalainen, CEO
Frankly Partners; Ann Ystén,
CEO Perfect Fools
Staff: 180
Locations: Helsinki,
Stockholm

T R A N S F O R M T O D AY :
CX GIVES YOU THE EDGE
A focus on the customer experience at large has not only changed the face
of marketing, but also shaped a decade of transformation at hasan & co

W

e want to make a difference.
This simple idea led us to change
clients and the way things are
done in our industry.
We are Adwise, the biggest independent
agency in Russia, employing 120 people. We are
local, with international clients such as Toyota,
Avtovaz, Shell, and J&J.
We battled hard to win clients off network
heavyweights so we treasure each of them.
Because we’ve never inherited a client, we
never had the luxury to be reactive. Our clients
are with us because we bring them change. So,
we called ourselves the Change Agency.

LET’S TALK CHALLENGE AND CHANGE
Change is the only constant thing today. So in
order to generate positive change for clients in
an ever-changing environment, we need to be
flexible and ready to change ourselves.
We see three challenges, that make us invent
new ways.
Challenge one, we call the inventory trap.
Agencies sell clients the inventory solutions
that they know, not the ones the client needs.
Client goes to BTL agency – client gets BTL.
Client goes to content shop – client gets

content. But clients are different and their
needs are unique.
Challenge two is Relevance versus
Differentiation. Today, people buy a car after
watching YouTube and zero test drives. They
don’t even need advertising to choose products.
They are bombarded with targeted messages.
This relevance kills brands’ differentiation and
their very soul. No more long-term competitive
advantage nor loyalty in a world of hyperrelevance and tactical mess.
Challenge three is what we call small picture
syndrome. We compete with hundreds of
specialised agencies for our clients’ business.
One creates online video, another does
bloggers. But not many of them see the bigger
picture nor connect the dots strategically.
We respond to these challenges by
closing gaps; the gap between media and
creative, strategy and content, relevance and
differentiation. To do that, we constantly
change, to stay a true brand-keeping agency
in a world of chaos.
So we changed the agency model from
specialised agencies to dedicated tailor-made
work groups. These groups comprise
hand-picked experts in relevant disciplines,

ideal for a particular client or task.
For example, for Toyota we created a Content
Factory, an in-house creative crew producing
tons of content under our strategic supervision,
so each piece – from big production to a small
SM post – has one voice and purpose. This
brought youth to the Toyota brand that was
absent before. Now we scale this Content
Factory by creating dedicated content crews
for other clients such as Shell.
For Lada, Russia’s giant car brand, we
changed the game, creating cinematic
storytelling told through ambitious production,
showcasing Lada as never before and changing
the nations’ opinion to make Lada a national
‘Love Brand’.
Campaigns changed – from 10 to thousands
of touchpoints. So we developed a unique DCO
platform that lets us launch gigantic campaigns
and keep them strategically consistent.
So Adwise is a system that changes as the
market changes in real time. We have an annual
‘What The Change’ conference to discuss
change with the industry. We love to challenge
ourselves to become more flexible, creative,
innovative every day. To become the change
we preach.

Words hasan & co

W

e all know that modern marketing
communications is not black and
white, where brands can only
rely on creative advertising to
cut through the noise. Instead, marketers must
focus on a range of touchpoints to engage their
audiences, which we define as the “customer
experience at large” (CX).
Much is written and said about CX. For us,
it means consistently showing up for your
customers at a time and place best for them,
ensuring that each interaction is memorable
and meaningful.
In the Mad Men era, we tried to make
customers be loyal to brands, today it’s the
other way around. It’s now about establishing
and maintaining relationships because brands
flourish or suffer from good or bad customer
experience (brand = CX = brand).
Brands that are truly customer-centric will
reap financial rewards. According to a report
from The Temkin Group, a moderate increase
in customer experience will generate an average
revenue increase of $823m over three years for a
company with $1bn in annual revenues.
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AT A GLANCE
A compelling statistic, but how to achieve it?
Data and digital platforms are key, with
analytics placing people on a pedestal. We know
where they are, how they behave, what they
want, and we know how to engage them in the
best possible way.
The next part is to create content that
resonates, so we set out to help brands
differentiate in terms of customer experience.
Given the competition collects the same data,
we have to be creatively smarter about how to
put insights to use.

FOLLOW THE SUPER BRANDS’ LEAD
When you consider the role of social in
recommending or sharing good or bad
experiences, CX can’t be on a hygiene level,
it has to be great and it has to be unique.
Super brands such as Netflix and Amazon
set the minimum tolerance for CX, not only in
digital, but also in physical interaction. “Buy
now”, “Skip the intro” – nobody likes waiting or
a poor online experience.
How do you move from designing individual
experiences and touchpoints to manage a

holistic customer experience? CX is system
design and needs ownership, so the start point is
to give it ownership at a corporate level. Appoint
one senior person to lead all CX/UX across all
partners, internally and externally.
This person should outline the framework
to management – give them the big picture,
vision, strategy, metric and KPIs. Once
commitment is made, you can start to transform
existing culture into a customer-centric culture.
Ultimately, there is no point in investing in
CX unless it builds brand, business and
customer value.
They should create a design system to
speed up and manage your digital UX, and
always remember to include partners’ services
– a courier could screw up your shopping
experience, so choose your partners well.
To be more customer-centric, brands must
focus on human insights, strategy, CX design
and, lastly, creative storytelling.
That’s what we’ve done, and your agency
should too, because if you wish to remain
competitive, you need to transform quickly,
or be left behind as a consequence.

Founded: 2009
Principals: Ekaterina
Voronina, chief operation
officer; Denis Koutylov,
chief executive officer;
Dmitry Ulianov,
strategic director
Staff: 120
Location: Moscow

Left to right: Dmitry Ulianov,
Denis Koutylov, Ekaterina Voronina
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now see the work.
creative work and case histories from the
agencies in this publication can be seen at:
www.leadingindependents.com

if you are a marketer and would like
impartial advice on selecting the best
independent agencies for your company’s
individual needs, contact:
Julian Boulding
Tel: +44 (0)20 7240 7117
Mob: +44 (0)7788 922 299
julian.boulding@thenetworkone.com

if you work for an independent agency and
would like to connect with great agency
partners in other countries, contact:
Paul Squirrell
Tel: +44 (0)20 7240 7117
Mob: +44 (0)7711 367 609
paul.squirrell@thenetworkone.com

thenetworkone management limited
3rd floor, 48 Beak Street, Soho, London, W1F 9RL
Tel: +44 (0)20 7240 7117
www.thenetworkone.com
www.indiesummit.net
www.indieawards.global
www.facebook.com/thenetworkone
@thenetworkone

